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In today’s digital world, the company that can get to market and seize new business the fastest – with the right 
software – wins. The “right” software doesn’t just need to be fully functional but also secure and compliant 
with applicable standards and regulations.

This is where many enterprises fall down when moving software applications to the cloud and seizing new 
markets and business opportunities. They do not realize that deploying a full set of cloud-based security 
controls and documenting compliance to standards such as FedRAMP, PCI, ISO 27001, GDPR, CMMC or 
HIPAA can require 12-18 months or more at a cost of up to $2 million. That’s well over a year of costly delays, 
operational expenses, and lost opportunities to gain new revenue and market share.

Accelerate business growth with Anitian

Leverage the fastest path to security and compliance for cloud 
applications, enter new markets, capture new business, and generate 
new revenue 80% faster.

Speed up market entry and business 
growth by a year or more

As the world’s leading cloud security and compliance automation platform, Anitian gives businesses the 
tools and technology to get-to-market faster than doing it yourself. If your company develops software or 
web-based solutions – or needs cloud-based applications to serve customers and manage operations – 

the Anitian Compliance Automation Platform can dramatically shorten the time you need to...

FASTER TIME-TO-REVENUE

Sell to the US Federal 
government and state and 
local government agencies 
that require FedRAMP or 
CMMC certification.

Ensure that all business 
units can meet the security 
requirements of the most 
demanding customers in 
their markets.

Provide eCommerce 
services and solutions that 
are PCI compliant.

Work with law enforcement 
agencies concerned with 
CJIS security policies.

Participate in healthcare 
and pharmaceutical 
markets where HIPAA 
regulations are central.  

Bring acquired companies 
or assets up to high 
standards of security and 
compliance.

Serve businesses and 
consumers in the European 
Union where GDPR 
compliance is mandatory.

Migrate or Lift and Shift 
applications to the 
cloud.
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Typical time-to-market vs. with Anitian
THE OLD WAY VS. THE NEW WAY
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Get to market up to 12-18 months faster and use fewer resources at half the 
cost versus the traditional way.

Accelerate business growth with Anitian

Slash costs by 50% and get 
audit-ready in just 60 days.*

*Certain SLA assumptions and conditions apply.

Design and deploy a 
cloud security 
environment

Market-ready in 60 days

VS

THE                              WAY

4-6 Months

Configuration, customize, 
and document the 
environment for 
compliance

8-12 Months

Typically 10 full-time 
employees or contractors 
for 12-18 months

Staff Required

THE OLD WAY

Stand up your application 
on the platform and verify 
security controls in a cloud 
secure environment

1 Day

Configure and document 
compliance with libraries, 
templates, and automated 
tools

59 Days

Only 3 full-time 
employees for 60 days

Staff Required

Market-ready in 12-18 months
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Anitian Pre-engineered Compliance Automation 
Platform

Three steps to get your cloud applications Secure, Compliant, and Confident in 
60 days.

DRIVE YOUR BUSINESS FORWARD

When you move your applications to Anitian’s pre-built cloud platform, your organization no longer has to 
select, deploy, and integrate multiple cloud security products. Nor do you have to devote a large team to 
configure, customize, and document the cloud environment for security and compliance.

The Anitian Compliance Automation Platform wraps your 
applications with a host of cloud security controls, and 

automates configuration and compliance processes, all while 
keeping applications secure and compliant over time.

Anitian’s pre-engineered Compliance Automation Platform wraps your applications in a complete, 
integrated stack of cloud security technologies. These include products from industry-leading third-party 
vendors and native security and management tools from cloud platform providers like Amazon and 
Microsoft.

1. SECURE: CLOUD SECURITY DEPLOYED DAY 1

Anitian provides resources and tools that automate and standardize the compliance process including libraries 
of templates and scripts, reference architectures, compliance document templates and reports and more.

Anitian’s team of cloud, security, and compliance experts will guide your team through the steps of configuring 
security controls and documenting compliance with major government and industry standards.

2. COMPLIANT: AUDIT-READY IN 60 DAYS

Anitian’s 24x7 SecOps and continuous monitoring services ensure your applications stay secure and in 
compliance. Now your teams can focus on adding value to your business.

3. CONFIDENT: SECOPS KEEPS YOU SECURE & COMPLIANT
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SECURE              

COMPLIANT                  

CONFIDENT                          

Aligned with the most complex security and 
compliance requirements.

Integrated and tested on the cloud platform.

Leverages native security tools from the platform 
provider.

Customized for FedRAMP, PCI DSS, CMMC, SOC 2, 
ISO 27001, and more.

Up to 421+ controls (FedRAMP high-level systems).

Powerful “enter once, populate everywhere” 
documentation automation.

Continuously test and certify application 
compliance.

Generate mandated monthly reports.

Support and empower your security teams.

Endpoint security

Container security

WAF

Zero Trust Network 
Access (ZTNA)

Vulnerability 
management

SIEM

Configuration scripts

Reference architectures

Template libraries

Compliance doc. 
generators

System Security
Plan (SSP)

CI/CD integration

Security monitoring

POA&M reporting

Compliance checking

Incident response

Penetration testing

Threat hunting
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The Anitian Compliance Automation Platform is pre-built to meet the most stringent security and compliance requirements 
right out-of-the-box. Because our platform is aligned with the FedRAMP Moderate compliance framework – which covers 
over 325+ specified controls – your business is automatically positioned for almost any audit required to access new 
markets including:

Align your business to enter new markets by 
eliminating cloud security and compliance barriers

Anitian’s secure and compliant cloud environment allows for a “ready once, 
audit many” approach.

US Federal government markets – requiring FedRAMP or CMMC certification

eCommerce markets – requiring PCI DSS certification

Healthcare and pharmaceutical markets – requiring HIPAA compliance   

European Union markets – requiring GDPR compliance

State and local government markets – requiring CJIS compliance

Ready once. Audit many.
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Anitian is on a mission to deliver solutions that 
automate security and compliance, so you can 
enter new markets and unlock revenue in weeks, 
not months or years. We use the power and 
scale of our pre-engineered cloud environment 
and platform to deliver solutions that accelerate 
security and compliance so you can start secure, 
start compliant, and stay ahead.

888-264-8426

info@anitian.com

8625 SW Cascade Ave.
Suite 500
Beaverton, OR 97008

Security, agility & business growth
STAY AHEAD WITH ANITIAN

The Anitian Compliance Automation Platform is designed to empower your business 
with a “ready once, audit many” approach.   

Anitian’s pre-engineered Compliance Automation Platform enables organizations to make applications secure 
and compliant at 50% of the cost of conventional cloud migration projects. In addition, Anitian continually updates 
its platform to protect your applications and data from emerging security threats, ensuring that your organization 
remains compliant with the latest regulations and standards.

The Anitian Compliance Automation Platform also enables your development team to unite security and DevOps, 
making them more agile and secure. You don’t need to wait for security controls and policies to be manually 
configured for each new release. Instead, controls and compliance configurations can be integrated into continuous 
integration/continuous delivery (CI/CD) pipelines, to ensure that they are applied automatically to new releases. 

Most important of all, Anitian’s customers routinely make applications secure and audit-ready in 60 days or less, 
so they can enter new markets faster and meet rigorous security and compliance requirements from their most 
demanding customers.

Use Anitian to drive 
your business forward

CALL TODAY


